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MAY 18 - 22, 1998 1 YEAR 1 MONTH  LAST
AGO AGO WEEK

Market Cap (RM bil) 743.3 379.1 346.4
— Main Board 681.1 359.3 330.0
— Second Board 62.2 19.8 16.4
KLCI (pts) 1071.03 619.67 577.23
SBI (pts) 564.98 141.77 116.16
3-mth Klibor 8.200 11.000 10.970
RM/US$ 2.4830 3.6900 3.8115

WEEKLY VOLUME LEADERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
RHB Capital 2.430 2.720 1.990 0.330 15.71 21.0
Mulpha 0.500 0.610 0.440 0.030 6.38 19.1
Sime Darby 3.380 3.660 2.980 0.220 6.96 17.6
Tanaga Nasional 6.950 7.200 6.100 0.550 8.59 16.6
MBf Capital 0.955 1.090 0.800 0.055 6.11 15.4

WEEKLY TOP GAINERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Comm Asset-TSR 0.075 0.135 0.030 0.030 66.67 1.452
H&R Johnson 0.780 0.780 0.505 0.250 47.17 0.010
Autoways 1.290 1.540 0.880 0.410 46.59 2.721
Dijaya Corp 0.990 1.000 0.620 0.285 40.43 0.097
Tenggara Capital 0.110 0.145 0.075 0.030 37.50 0.749

WEEKLY TOP LOSERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Hwa Tai Food 16.000 94.500 16.000 -16.750 -51.15 0.024
Perfect Food 1.860 3.000 1.770 -1.100 -37.16 0.947
OSK-C 0.550 0.840 0.550 -0.290 -34.52 0.001
B.Singer-TSR 0.070 0.125 0.060 -0.035 -33.33 13.075
Nanyang-W 0.020 0.045 0.015 -0.010 -33.33 0.621
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ECONOMIC & STRATEGY
AMC provided short-term boost, regional developments to dominate this week

Formation of asset management company: The setting up of an asset management company (AMC)
under the auspices of the Finance Minister single-handedly boost the KL market last week, fuelling a 4%
rally on Thursday. The news brings a fundamental change to the banking scene, as the AMC would be
charged with the role of liquidity provider for the recapitalisation of the industry. It is expected to buy bad
loans from banks and rehabilitate them over time. The AMC shareholders will likely comprise the govern-
ment and private local and foreign institutions. According to Bank Negara, Malaysia's total banking loans
(excluding housing loan sold to Cagamas) stood at RM399.6b, with industry non-performing loans (NPL) at
about 9.3% as at end-March 1998.

The mechanics of AMC operations may not differ much from similar programme undertaken by South Korea
and Thailand in the aftermath of their financial crises. The South Korean government last week engaged
Deutsche Bank AG to manage the sale of US$568m worth of bonds. It had earlier hired Morgan Stanley
Dean Witter to sell US$500m asset-backed bonds. Thailand are making efforts to raise US$2b bonds for
similar purposes.

Regional developments: The regional markets could provide better leads for our market this week. PM
Chuan Leekpai faces a no-confidence vote in Bangkok while political manouevrings and factionalism appear
in political developments in Indonesia. Both South Korea's KOSPI and Thailand's SET tested near their
year-low last week and may break down this week. [David Yong 466-3929]
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TECHNICAL VIEW
Last week's false breakout portends short-term weakness

The KLCI closed the week slightly higher at 577.23. The fallout of the last few weeks to 545 from the 750
level are showings signs of easing. This, however, does not mean that the KLCI is now ready to reverse to the
upside. In fact, the market barometer is still trending down with no confirmation of a turnaround as yet.

All the classical weekly indicators are still pointing to a bear market. The weekly MACD turned negative 2
weeks ago, while the weekly momentum indicator is below zero. The weekly RSI is well below 50. The daily
MACD, although positive, is now flattening out, indicating a toppish market. It will eventually turn negative
in a few days but a divergence will now start to appear against price. The daily RSI has worked out of its
bullish divergence as shown by the rally last week and has now turned down below 50.

The KLCI fell back into the descending channel on Friday, indicating a false breakout on Thursday upon the
announcement of the formation of an asset management company to restructure bad banking loans. The
candlestick price reversal action on Friday suggests a flattish and consolidative market for this week.

The Gann 1x2 line drawn from 742 pts stopped the rally from the low of 545. This line will have to be broken
if the KLCI is to see a reversal to the upside bias. Wave-wise, a period of consolidation is expected. In this
consolidation, the index could breach the 545 level again in an irregular correction, most likely to 525/532
pts, but is expected to rally back above 550-600 thereafter.

The Big Caps - Tenaga, Telekom, Maybank and Sime Darby - have all done a daily bearish reversal candle-
stick pattern today (see next page). This simply means that these stocks have seen the top today and a period
of weakness would follow. Our view this week continues to be neutral.[P. Cherry Simon 254-6677]
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BIG CAPS TECHNICALS

The Big Caps, namely Tenaga Nasional, Telekom, Maybank and Sime Darby have all done a daily bearish
reversal candlestick pattern at the end of last week. This simply means that these stocks have seen the top
today and a period of weakness would follow. These� stocks are expected to retest their previous lows as a
minimum target. The KLCI looks set to fall as well, after a zig-zag correction to 596. The failure to follow
through on Thursday’s strong rally, coupled by a sharp fall today signals a market that will retest the 545/
550 level again.

Telekom appears as the weakest among the Big Four. The support at RM9.45/9.50 is expected to be tested
and broken this week. All the technical indicators are pointing to continued weakness ahead. The next major
support is at RM8.60/8.80. Resistance is at last week’s high of RM10.30.

Tenaga tested its major support zone two eeks ago. The low was at 5.95 from where it staged a sharp rally
to 7.20 last week. Friday’s price action suggests that it has seen a top and a period of weakness back to the
major support zone (RM5.60/6.00) is on the cards. Interval support can be expected at RM6.70/6.55 and
RM6.40, being the 38/50/62% retracement levels. There is also a gap at RM6.60/6.70 that is expected to be
covered in this anticipated fall. However, the fall may not be very sharp, as the MACD has turned positive on
the daily chart (although still negative on the weekly). Most likely, this stock will go through a period of
consolidation between RM6.00 and RM7.00

Maybank has covered the big gap created after the KongsiRaya break at RM10.00. Major support is how-
ever at RM8.85-9.20 levels, the price range on the day prior to the February festive break. Major resistance
is around RM11.60. This was tested on Thursday and failed. The MACD on the daily has turned positive and
this would suggest that the stock will most likely consolidate in the short term between RM10.00 and RM11.00,
before taking a turn for the worse. Interval supports are at RM10.60 and 10.40.

Sime Darby was well-supported at the RM2.90/3.00 zone where it consolidated before staging the rally last
week to RM3.66. However, the sudden weakness on Friday signals a reversal to revisit RM3.00 again, albeit
in a slower manner. The daily MACD has turned bullish and is displaying bullish divergences. The next
envisaged fall to RM3.00 and below would be a good buy on dips strategy, as the drop is expected to be the
last wave down/bottom-building exercise before a good-sized rally kicks in.


